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ABSTRACT
Introduction of the pathogenic fungus, Cryphonectria parasitica, to North
America devastated the population of American chestnut, reducing it from a dominant
overstory tree into a shrub. The appearance of hypo virulent strains provided an
opportunity for biological control, due to their ability to transmit dsRNA viral elements
into virulent strains. Unfortunately, this program was not a success, in part, at least,
because of the fungal vegetative incompatibility system that impeded transmission of the
virus from infected to uninfected strains. Vegetative incompatibility in C. parasitica is
associated with six unlinked vie loci (vie 1,2,3, 4, 6, and 7), each with at least two
alleles. Fusion of two strains that differ at one or more vie loci can result in Programmed
Cell Death (PCD). The focus of this thesis was to characterize the factor(s) encoded by
the viral genome that interacts with the vjc-associated PCD in C. parasitica. Here, I
report a significant reduction in PCD upon fusion of strains differing at vie3 is associated
with hypo virus infection. Using chimeric hypo viruses of CHV1-EP713 and CHV1Euro7, this PCD reduction effect was assigned to the virus ORF A region that encodes
proteins p29 and p40. The p29-effect was studied in some detail. In addition to vic3, p29
caused a significant reduction in PCD rates triggered by differences at all other vie loci
studied, including vic2,6 and 7. p29 is a multifunctional protein that was previously
documented to alter fungal pigmentation patterns, conidiation and enzyme expression,
and p29 acts as suppressor of RNA silencing. My results further showed that the vic3associated PCD reduction is associated with production of p29 RNA rather that the p29
protein. Using dicer-like mutant strains I also showed that RNA silencing is involved in
vz'ci-associated PCD reduction. This information suggests a model in which p29
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interferes with RNA silencing, that in turn reduces v/c-associated PCD. Finally,
microscopy analyses of strains with multiple vie differences suggested that there are
interactions among vie genes involving independent pathways.
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INTRODUCTION
Chestnut blight
For the past century researchers have been investigating the mechanisms by
which some microorganisms inhibit the growth or metabolic activity of other
microorganisms. In the past decade, interest in using these antagonistic microorganisms
as biological controls of plant pathogens has increased with the aim of improving the
sustainability of agriculture, horticulture and forestry with minimal side-effects to the
environment (Duffy et ah, 2003). The attempted treatment of the chestnut blight fungus,
Cryphonectria parasitica, represents one of the classical cases of biological control of a
plant disease.
The American chestnut tree, Castanea dentata, is a member of the family
Fagaceae, closely related to oaks and beeches. The chestnut was one of the important
forest crops in eastern United States before the 1900's. The wood was valued for
building materials and the nuts constituted a major food source for humans as well as
deer, wild turkey, bear and other wildlife (Nuss, 1992). The chestnut was the dominant
tree in the uplands of North American eastern hardwood forests until being decimated by
the chestnut blight. The first evidence of chestnut blight in North America was reported
in 1904 in the New York Botanic Gardens. Within 50 years the disease had extended
from Maine to Alabama and west to the Mississippi River. The chestnut blight epidemic
was caused by the ascomycete fungus Cryphonectria parasitica, which was imported to
North America in the late 1800s from the Japanese chestnut tree, Castanea crenata, and
accidentally introduced to American chestnut trees (Anagnostakis, 2001). The loss of the
American chestnut had major ecological, social and economical consequences. It was
estimated that from 1910 to 1950 approximately 3.5 billion trees were lost (Cox, 1991).
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At this point 9 million acres of American chestnut were dead (Anagnostakis, 1982).
Financial loss from the disease for only three states, Pennsylvania, South Carolina and
West Virginia, for the year of 1912 was estimated at $82.5 million (Cox, 1991).
C. parasitica enters into the host plant through wounds, which are formed by
broken branches, breaks in bark, or holes produced by woodpecker or bark boring insects
(Anagnostakis, 1982) (Figure 1). From the point of infection the mycelium spreads and
penetrates throughout the bark, and consequently kills the cambium around the twigs,
branches, or trunks. The tree may resist the invasion by production of callus tissue,
although the fungus can easily penetrate through this tissue. Certain environmental
conditions such as abundant light, water, and nutrients may assist in pathogen resistance
of host trees. Unfortunately these conditions are not sufficient to save the tree. Only the
root collar (area where the root joins the main stem or trunk) survives the infection and is
capable of generating sprouts that can develop into saplings. At a point when the
saplings approach flowering, the fungus reinfects the stem to go through the cycle again
(Anagnostakis, 2000).
Chestnut blight was also seen in the European chestnut (Castanea sativa) in the
1930's with the same destruction level as observed in America. In Europe, however, a
"recovering" chestnut tree was discovered by Biraghi in Italy in 1951 (Heiniger &
Rigling, 1994). He observed that in some cankers the fungal mycelium was confined
only to the outer parts of the bark and developed as superficial cankers. The first
hypovirulent C. parasitica strains were isolated from the recovered trees by Grente near
Como (northern Italy) in 1964 (Heiniger & Rigling, 1994). Isolated hypovirulent strains
seemed to have specific phenotypic characteristics such as lower levels of sporulation and
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they lacked orange pigmentation compared to normal, virulent strains. Grente also
noticed that inoculation of infected tissue with these hypovirulent strains as well as coinoculation with normal isolates resulted in reduced virulence levels. Preliminary
investigations on several European hypovirulent C. parasitica strains showed that
double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) was responsible for the conversion to a hypovirulence
phenotype (Dawe & Nuss, 2001).
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Figure 1. Diagram of Cryphonectriaparasitica on chestnut tree. Conidia from the
infected stock are transferred by wind or animals to wounds on otherwise healthy trees.
Pathogen invasion through a wound results in canker formation and damaged vasculature
of the tree, which consequently destroys the leaves and branches beyond the site of
canker formation. Orange pigmented pycnidia bearing conidia appear on the surface of
the cankers followed by production of ascospores via the sexual cycle. (Modified from V.
Mortensen, ontained at http://chestnut.cas.psu.edu/PDFs/cryphonectria_life_cycle.pdf)
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Genome analysis of hypo virus
In order to understand the basis of hypo virulence and develop strategies for using
it in biological control, a comprehensive knowledge of the structural properties of
hypovirulence-related dsRNA is essential. Complete nucleotide sequences and analysis
of dsRNA isolated from European and North American hypovirulent C. parasitica strains
allowed the International Committee of Taxonomy of Viruses to create a new family,
Hypoviridae, with a single genus, Hypovirus (Dawe & Nuss, 2001). Four "species" of
Cryphonectria parasitica hypovirus (CHV) have been described (Milgroom & Cortesi,
2004): CHV-1 CHV-2, CHV-3 and CHV-4. CHV-1 is common in Europe and thought to
have been introduced from Asia. It was also found in a few areas in North America,
where it was used for biological control. CHV-1 has been studied more thoroughly than
other species due to its role in biological control of chestnut blight in Europe. CHV-2
and CHV-3 are found in New Jersey and Michigan, respectively. In addition, CHV-2 has
been found at one location in Asia. Because of high sequence similarity, there is a
possibility that CHV2 strains were introduced into China from North America. Due to its
genome organization, CHV-4 belongs to the hypovirus genus. However this hypovirus
has little or no effect on the host organism. It is mostly found in eastern North America
(Milgroom & Cortesi, 2004).
To date the genomes of three of the four species have been fully sequenced.
Representing two strains of CHV-1, comparative analyses show that CHV1-EP713 and
CHVl-Euro7 are comprised of two large open reading frames designated as ORF A and
ORF B (Figure 2). ORF A codes for the polyprotein, p69, which is autocatalytically
cleaved to produce p29 and p40 proteins. This cleavage is facilitated by the presence of
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papain-like cysteine protease domain located within the p29 sequence. Similarly, ORF B
is autocatalytically processed to release a p48 protein and a second, larger peptide that
contains polymerase and helicase domains (Dawe & Nuss, 2001). The junction between
ORFs A and B is comprised of a sequence 5'-UAAUG-3', where UAA and AUG
segments serve as translation termination and initiation codons for ORF A and ORF B
respectively.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the organization of four fully sequenced CHV
strains, two of CHV-1 and one each of CHV-2 and CHV-3. A fourth species, CHV-4,
has not been fully characterized but appears to have a similar genomic structure.
(Modified from Dawe & Nuss, 2001).
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CHV2-NB58 has a similar genomic organization to that of CHV1 (Figure 2).
However, in contrast to CHV1-EP713, in vitro translation studies on CHV2-NB58
revealed that ORF A, which encodes a 50 kDa protein does not undergo autocatalytic
cleavage (Hillman et al, 1994). As opposed to CHV1 and CHV2, the CHV3-GH2
genome consists of a single ORF. Amino acid sequence alignment of the three species
showed a closer relation between CHV1 and CHV2, with CHV3 being more distantly
related (Dawe & Nuss, 2001).
Among the Hypoviridae affecting C. parasitica, CHV-1 has been given the most
attention due to its role as a biological control agent of chestnut blight in Europe. Most
relevant to this thesis, two strains, CHV-1-EP713 and CHV-1-Euro7, are known as
severe and mild hypovirus genotypes, respectively. This classification is based on
differences in their effects on C. parasitica virulence and associated characteristics such
as canker morphology, colony growth and sporulation level. Cankers on chestnut bark
produced by virus-free strains expand quickly, and bear multiple pycnidia that contain
orange conidia (Figure 3). However, the same C. parasitica strains infected with CHV1EP713 produce small cankers that contain a very small number or no pycnidia. The size
of cankers produced by strains infected with CHVl-Euro7 are observed to be three to
four times larger than the ones produced by EP713 (Cummings-Carlson, 1998). Effects
on C. parasitica growth rate and morphology also differentiate these two virus strains.
As shown under defined laboratory conditions (Figure 4), C. parasitica strains infected
by CHV1-EP713 grow slower and produce few or no asexual spores compared to the
corresponding virus-free strain. In contrast, the CHVl-Euro7-infected strain has a higher
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growth rate than the virus-free strain but lacks pigmentation and asexual spore production
(Dawe&Nuss,2001).
Identification of a viral basis to C. parasitica hypovirulence in European
chestnuts provided the impetus for application of CHV1 strains as biological control
agents of North American chestnut blight. However, this strategy did not succeed,
apparently because North American strains of C. parasitica have a more complex nonself
recognition system than their European counterparts. The following sections briefly
provide some background into nonself recognition systems of filamentous fungi and how
they relate to viral transmission patterns.
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Figure 3. Comparison of cankers formed in chestnut tissues inoculated with virus-free C.
parasitica strain EP155 (left), EP155 transfected with either CHVl-Euro7 (center) or
CHV1-EP713 (right) (Modified from Chen et al., 2000).
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Figure 4. Colony morphology of virus-free C. parasitica (left), C. parasitica transfected
with either CHVl-Euro7 (center) or CHV1-EP713 (right) (Modified from Dawe & Nuss,
2001).
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Nonself recognition in C. parasitica
Filamentous fungi grow through hyphal tip extension. This process is facilitated
by a structure located near the hyphal tip known as the Spitzenkorper, which is
responsible for delivery of the required components for the extension of the cell wall
(Glass et ah, 2000). Fusion between hyphae is known as anastomosis. It occurs during
the growth process to result in the formation of a mycelium, an interconnected network of
hyphae. Described for the first time by Buller (Buller, 1933), anastomosis involves the
breakdown of two hyphal cell walls and fusion of the plasma membranes. Upon fusion
the cells are capable of exchanging nuclei and other organelles, which is important for
maintaining the communication and homeostasis within a mycelium during growth and
reproduction (Glass et al, 2000).
Distinct fungal individuals with genetically different nuclei are also capable of
anastamosis; a process that results in the formation of a heterokaryon. Heterokaryon
formation may be beneficial for facilitating mitotic genetic exchange as well as
increasing mycelial biomass to facilitate physiological processes such as sexual/asexual
reproduction and accessing resources (Gregory, 1984). In many fungi, sexual and
asexual incompatibility are quite distinct processes. Two strains that have the ability to
fuse and form a heterokaryon during the sexual cycle may not be able to form a
successful heterokaryon during the vegetative cycle and vice versa (Leslie, 1993). Sexual
compatibility is controlled by the mating-type locus at which cells of compatible mating
type contain different, "idiomorphic" DNA sequences. Expression of compatible matingtype idiomorphs establishes the cell-type sexual identity and subsequent expression of
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different classes of transcriptional elements that lead to meiosis and meiospore
production (Fraser & Heitman, 2003).
In contrast, during the asexual phase, fusion between two individuals that are
different at one or more het loci (/zeferokaryon incompatibility, also called vie for
vegetative mcompatibility), will result in cell death as a result of lytic processes. This
phenomenon is known as heterokaryon, vegetative or somatic incompatibility and may,
in theory, take place before, during, or after hyphal fusion (Micali & Smith, 2003; Glass
et ah, 2000). Post-fusion vegetative incompatibility mechanisms are best characterized in
Podospora anserina and Neurospora crassa. In both species vegetative incompatibility
was shown to be regulated by either allelic or nonallelic mechanisms. Allelic
incompatibility occurs upon fusion of two individuals that carry different alleles at a
single het (or vie) locus. Nonallelic incompatibility results from interactions between
specific allelic combinations between two different loci.
Vegetative incompatibility is, therefore, a nonself recognition system that is
analogous to graft rejection in animals and plants. All filamentous fungi examined have
several, usually more than six, vie loci (Saupe, 2000). Vegetative incompatibility in C.
parasitica is associated with at least six unlinked vie loci (vie 1,2,3, 4, 6, and 7), each
with at least two alleles and each is thought to involve allelic interactions (Cortesi &
Milgroom, 1998). Hence, vegetative compatibility (VC) type can be defined based on the
presence of alleles at all vie loci. Fungal strains belonging to different VC groups (VCG)
can be identified by three techniques: heterokaryon incompatibility tests, barrage tests,
and partial diploid analyses (Micali & Smith, 2003).
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Heterokaryon incompatibility testing examines whether or not two strains can
fuse to form stable heterokaryons. In practice, auxotrophic or antibiotic forcing markers
or complementary pigmentation markers can be used to test for heterokaryon formation.
For example, heterokaryon formation in Fusarium oxysporum is tested by using strains
containing different nit mutations (incapable of reducing nitrate), nit complementation
allows a compatible, but not an incompatible, heterokaryon to grow on medium
containing nitrate as the only source of nitrogen (Leslie, 1993). In addition to a reduced
growth rate, incompatible forced heterokaryons can be recognized by an aberrant
appearance such as reduced conidiation and accumulation of dark brown pigment (Micali
& Smith, 2005). Barrage tests are done by simply co-inoculating two strains onto the
same plate and allowing them to grow together. The term Barrage was introduced by
Vandendries to explain the response that occurred upon hyphal fusion between the two
different strains of fungi. A barrage is composed of an area containing dead or dying
cells with deposition of dark pigment. It may also appear as a clear zone or other types of
demarcation. However such morphological alterations are absent in vegetatively
compatible individuals. This phenomenon is seen in many fungi such as Podospora and
Neurospora and is the method most widely used for assigning strains to VC groups in C.
parasitica. Finally, partial diploid analyses can either be done through crosses with a
strain bearing a translocated het locus or through transformation of DNA containing the
het locus. In either case, having two copies of the duplicated het loci in the nucleus
results in a strain that is referred to as a partial diploid and if the two copies represent
incompatible alleles then the strain will be "self-incompatible".
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Vegetative incompatibility and barrage tests are often thought to represent
different manifestations of the same process. However, at least two studies have shown
that this is not always the case (Micali & Smith, 2003; Smith et al, 2006). These studies
showed that differences at loci that are associated with barrage line formation do not
necessarily cause heterokaryon incompatibility, and vice versa. The distinct nature of
heterokaryon incompatibility and barrage formation may be explained if barrage
formation occurs in some cases without hyphal fusion, unlike heterokaryon
incompatibility in which fusion is necessary. Barrage formation may occur through
inhibitory effects of substances that diffuse from one or both strains, or may involve
diffusible substances and cell-surface receptors that interact to trigger barrage formation.
These observations suggest that heterokaryon incompatibility represents a "subset" of the
vegetative incompatibility system (Smith et al, 2006).

Relationship between virus transmission and VC in C. parasitica
Extensive studies by the French mycologist Jean Grente illustrated that the
hypovirulence phenotype could be transmitted from one strain to another through hyphal
fusion (Grente & Sauret, 1969). This finding set the stage for attempts at biological
control of C. parasitica through artificial introduction of hypo virulent strain. However,
as mentioned above, this program was not successful in North America, presumably due
to the restriction of viral elements by the fungus vegetative incompatibility system. The
transmission of cytoplasmic elements between strains is thought to be modulated by
vegetative incompatibility (Caten, 1972; Liu & Milgroom, 1996). That biocontrol in
Europe was more successful compared to North America is thought to be due to

differences in the diversity of VC groups in the two fungal populations. Thirty-three VC
groups were identified from analysis of the strains obtained from several regions in
France and Italy (Anagnostakis & Kranz, 1986). Strain diversity in some sites in Italy
was reported to be from four in Modena to 11 in Calabria, and other European regions
were reported to have only one VC type. On the other hand, 67 VC groups were
identified in Connecticut alone and, in 1978, a total of 37 VC types was reported among
202 isolates from West Virginia (Anagnostakis & Kranz, 1987).
The main source of VC diversity in North American C. parasitica is due to
heteroallelism at multiple vie loci combined with sexual recombination. The presence of
perithecia, the sexual fruiting body of this fungus, was reported by investigators in a
number of European countries, but they are uncommon in most areas (Heiniger &
Rigling, 1994). The absence of perithecia does not necessary preclude the occurrence of
genetic recombination. Data from six unlinked restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RFLP) loci and DNA fingerprinting suggest that C. parasitica may have a mixed mating
system with self-fertilization and outcrossing in the same population (Milgroom et al.,
1993). Work of Rizwana and Powell also showed that UV light may induce changes in
vegetative compatibility in C. parasitica, which may result in increased diversity of VC
groups in natural populations (Rizwana & Powell, 1992). Besides diversity of VC types
in natural populations, other factors may contribute to the unsuccessful spread and
persistence of hypo virulence such as overall reduction of robustness of hypovirulent
strains and reduction of sporulation by some hypovirulent strains (Nuss, 1992).
Nevertheless, the relatively higher VCG diversity in North America may explain the
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observed inability to control chestnut blight using VCG as a biological control as evident
from laboratory transmission studies.
Cortesi el al. (2001) quantified the effect of heteroallelism at each of six vie loci
on virus transmission. Significant variation was associated with respect to the different
loci. It was shown that hypovirus transmission occurred in 100% of paired isolates that
had no vie differences, or when vic4 differed between strains. Heteroallelism at vic3 and
6 resulted in 76% and 32% transmission, respectively. However, when strain pairs were
heteroallelic at vicl, 2 or 7 the frequency of virus transmission was dependent on the
allelic constitution (1 or 2) of the donor and recipient isolates. That is, virus transmission
was significantly asymmetrical in these cases. The average transmission frequencies with
pairs of strains heteroallelic at one of vicl, 2 ox 7 were 56%, 25% or 78%, respectively.
Microscopic examinations with fungi have revealed some common characteristics
of cells undergoing incompatible fusions, including septal plugging, vacuolization of the
cytoplasm, organelle degradation and shrinkage of the cytoplasm away from cell wall
(Glass et al, 2000). These alterations in cells are similar to characteristics associated
with eukaryotic Programmed Cell Death (PCD) in higher eukaryotes. In higher
eukaryotes PCD is involved in tissue development and immune system functions by
eliminating non-functional cells or the cells that are infected with viral pathogens. Due to
the presence of internal sensors, normal cells are prevented from entering into the PCD
pathway. Cell death as a result of PCD is associated with chromatin condensation, DNA
fragmentation, membrane blebbing, cell shrinkage, and compartmentalization of the dead
cells into apoptotic bodies. The correlations between Programmed Cell Death (PCD) and
vegetative incompatibility associated with six vie genes was investigated by Biella et al.
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(2002). Cytological results illustrated that all six vie genes elicit what appears to be a
common PCD pathway based on similar appearance of cells leading up to death. The
analysis of incompatibility reactions in N. crassa at the ultrastructural level showed
similar phases leading up to PCD as were observed in C. parasitica (Jacobson et al.
1998), which may suggest that the PCD pathway is conserved in fungi. DNA
fragmentation, one of the early features of PCD, was observed by TUNEL assays
(terminal deoxyribonucleotidyl transferase) ofhet-c and un-24 incompatible cells of N.
crassa (Marek et al, 2003; A. Moss and ML Smith, unpublished).
Biella et al. (2002) also demonstrated that there is a negative correlation between
the frequencies of cell death and virus transmission with pairs of isolates that differ at
single vie loci. This suggested that PCD inhibited virus transmission. This study also
revealed that the asymmetric cell death in pairs of individuals that were heteroallelic at
vicl, 2, and 7 correlated with asymmetric virus transmission. So, delay or reduced
frequencies of cell death in a recipient isolate provides more opportunity for transmission
of viral elements from an incompatible infected donor isolate. In addition, Biella and
coauthors provided preliminary evidence that virus infection may have a negative or
positive effect on the frequency of PCD, and suggested that there may be a virus-v/c gene
interaction in this host-pathogen system (Biella et al, 2002). For example, a lower
frequency of cell death in a virus-free recipient upon fusion with an infected donor could
be the result of suppression of the incompatibility system by the virus. On the other
hand, higher rates of cell death could be a response by the fungus to reduce virus
transmission.
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8.5 Objectives
The objectives of this project were sequentially built upon to: (1) verify
preliminary findings by Biella et al. (2002) that virus-v/c gene interaction occur in this
host-pathogen system, (2) use chimeric recombinant viruses from CHV1-EP713 and
CHVl-Euro7 to identify factors, which interact with v/c3-associated PCD in C.
parasitica, (3) investigate the effects of ORF A from CHV1 genome on heterokaryon
incompatibility and barrage formation, (4) determine the mechanism by which p29
affects PCD using analysis of protein-protein interactions, (5) analyze the p29 sequence
to determine the domain responsible for PCD reduction, (6) investigate whether there is a
connection between the role of p29 altering RNA silencing and nonself recognition, and
(7) dissect the vie pathway using hypovirus p29 factor as a probe.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolates of C. parasitica and growth conditions
Isolates used in this study are given in Table 1. Strains containing hygromycin B
resistance or benomyl resistance plasmids are designated by "B" or "H", respectively,
following the original strain number. All the strains were grown on a laboratory
benchtop at ~22°C. Benomyl resistant strains were obtained by transformation of
spherop lasts of original strains with plasmids carrying the bmf gene, as explained in
Smith el al. (2006) and maintained on potato dextrose agar (PDA; Becton, Dickinson and
Company, Sparks, MD) supplemented with 0.15 ug/mL benomyl (PDA+ben; Bonide
Products, Inc., Yorkville NY). The hygromycin B-resistant isolate, 22.1H, carries the E.
coli hygromycin B phosphotransferase gene hph and was acquired from A. Churchill
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(Boyce Thompson Institute, Ithaca, New York). It was maintained on PDA
supplemented with 30 (ig/mL hygromycin (PDA+hyg; Roche Molecular Biochemicals,
Mannheim Germany).
Plasmid pLDST (Figure 5) carries the full-length infectious cDNA clone of the
parental hypovirus CHV1-EP713. Chimeric hypoviruses (Chen et al. 2000); Rl, R2, R6,
R12, R13, R14 (Figure 6) and mutants of Ap29 (deletion of p29 region of CHV1-EP713),
Ap40 (deletion of p40 region of CHV1-EP713), and Ap69 (deletion of p60 region of
CHV1-EP713) are all described in Suzuki et al. (2003). pE7T-N plasmid contains the
full length cDNA clone of CHVl-Euro7. Infection of each virus construct was
established by transfection of virus-free EP155 isolate with in vitro synthesized viral
transcripts, as explained by Chen et al (1994) with minor modifications. Plasmids PXH1
and PXH3 were constructed by insertion of p29 and p40 coding regions of CHV1-EP713
ORF A (Craven et al, 1993) into the pCPXHYl transformation vector (Figure 7),
respectively. This vector has unique cloning sites between the C. parasitica
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase gene promoter (Vgpd) and terminator (Tgpd)
for expression of cDNA inserts. This vector was used for construction of transformation
plasmids CHVl-EP713-p29-flag, CHVl-Euro7-p29-fiag, CHI, CH2, CH4, CH8 and
CHVl-EP713-p29stop. Viral infection was achieved via transformation into a virus-free
EP155 isolate. All C. parasitica isolates that were transfected or transformed were
maintained on PDA, and then stored on glass microfibre filters at -20 °C.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of pLDST plasmid used for synthesizing RNA transcripts of
inserted hypo virus sequence (red) (Figure based on information from D. Nuss).
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of parental hypoviruses CHV1-EP713 and CHV1Euro7 and their chimeric constructs used in this study (Modified from Parsley et al.,
2002).
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Figure 7. pCPXHYl vector used for plasmid transformations (Craven et al., 1993)
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C. parasitica spheroplasts preparation
Spheroplasts were prepared using the Churchill et al. method (1990) with slight
modifications. EP155 isolate was grown for approximately three weeks on PDA,
homogenized in 200 mL Potato Dextrose Broth (PDB; Becton, Dickinson and Company)
and allowed to regenerate overnight at 30 C with shaking at 150 rpm. The hyphal
fragments were collected by centrifugation at 2,500 rpm for 5 minutes at 4 C, washed
twice with 0.6 M MgSC>4 (Bioshop, Burlington Ontario), resuspended in 0.6 M MgS04,
and harvested by filtration using qualitative filter paper, grade 2 (Whatman, Maidstone,
UK). Cells were resuspended in filter-sterilized Osmotic Medium [OM; 1.2 M MgS04,
10 mM sodium phosphate (Fisher Scientific, Ottawa Ontario) pH 5.8; 10 mL/g
mycelium] and transferred into a 250 mL flask and placed on ice. (3-glucuronidase (0.2
mL/g mycelium; Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville Ontario) and lysing enzymes from
Trichoderma harzianum (20 mg/mL in OM; Sigma-Aldrich) were added to the flask and
placed on ice for 5 minutes. Bovine serum albumin (12 mg/mL in OM; Sigma-Aldrich)
was added to the cell suspension followed by incubation with shaking for 2 hours at 30 C
at 80 rpm. For every 5 mL of cell suspension 10 mL of trapping buffer [0.4 M D-sorbitol
(Sigma-Aldrich), 100 mM Tris-HCl (Bioshop) pH 7.0] was added to the digestion
solution, mixed thoroughly and filtered through autoclaved glass wool in a 50 mL
syringe. This step was repeated until spheroplasts were completely separated from
hyphal fragments and PDA residues. Spheroplasts were pelleted by centrifugation at
5,000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4 C, and the pellet was washed once and resuspended in 1 M
sorbitol.
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Fungal transfection

in vitro transcription
Plasmid pLDST was used for synthesis of viral coding strand transcripts.
Transcripts that were synthesized using this system included the full-length infectious
cDNA clone of the parental hypovirus CHV1-EP713, chimeric hypoviruses (Rl, R2, R6,
R12, R13 and R14) and deletion mutants (Ap29, Ap40 and Ap69). These transcribed
segments are represented in Figure 13. The transcribed region within the pLDST plasmid
is flanked at the 5' end by a T7 bacteriophage promoter (TAATACGACTCACTATAG)
and at the 3' terminus by 22 adenosine residues, which coincides with that of the LdsRNA natural polyadenylate tail. Plasmids were amplified in DH5a cells (Invitrogen,
Burlington, Ontario), followed by extraction using Wizard plus miniprep DNA
purification system (Promega, Nepean Ontario). For transcription, plasmids were
linearized by digestion with Spel (New England biolabs, Pickering Ontario),
phenol/chloroform-extracted, EtOH-precipitated and resuspended in nuclease-free water.
Prior to the transcription step glass instruments and centrifuge tubes were baked
overnight at 240 °C in order to inactive any contaminating RNase. In addition, RNasefree pipette tips were used and all the solutions were treated with 0.1% diethyl
pyrocarbonate (DEPC; Sigma-Aldrich) for 24 hours and autoclaved. Transcripts were
generated using MEGAscript T7 Kit (Applied Biosystems, Streetsville Ontario).
Reagents were mixed in the following order; nuclease free water (to final volume of 20
\xL), NTPs (8 |^L), S^el-linearized pLDST plasmid (1 ug), 10X reaction buffer (2 uL),
and enzyme mix (2 uL). The reactions were incubated at 37 °C for 2 hours followed by
addition of 1 uL DNAsel and 15 minutes incubation at 37 °C. 15 uL of nuclease-free
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water and ammonium acetate (Sigma-Aldrich) were added and mixed thoroughly to stop
the reactions. Synthesized RNAs were then extracted as followed: equal volume of
phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1), equal volume of chloroform/isoamyl
alcohol (24:1), back-extracting the organic phase using 50 uL nuclease-free water, and
finally combining the aqueous phases. One volume of isopropanol was added to the
aqueous phase and chilled at -20 °C overnight prior to centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 20
minutes at 4 °C. Supernatants were removed and pellets containing RNA transcript were
vacuum-dried and resuspended in 25 uL nuclease-free water.

Virus transfection ofC. parasitica
EP155 virus-free spheroplasts (1.5 x 107 cells/0.5mL) were washed twice with 1
M sorbitol, centrifuged at 10,500 rpm for 6 minutes at 4°C, and resuspended in 0.5 mL
cold 1M sorbitol. Approximately 10 uL of RNA transcript solution (0.5 ug/uL) was
mixed with 100 uL spheroplasts along with 200 units RNasin (New England Biolabs) and
incubated on ice for 5 minutes. A suitable concentration for transfection can be
determined by running 1 uL of transcript solution on agarose gel and staining with
ethidium bromide. If the band is visible in the gel when viewed over a UVtransilluminator, then it is concentrated enough for transfection. The spheroplasttranscript solution was transferred to a 2 mm electroporation cuvette (BioCan Scientific
Inc., Mississauga Ontario) and electroporated with Bio-Rad Gene Pulser (Bio-Rad,
Mississauga Ontario) at 1.5kV, 200 ohm, 25 uF. Immediately following electroporation,
750 uL of cold 1M sorbitol was added before a 10 minute incubation on ice. 200 uL of
the electroporated cells were placed at the center of a 10 cm Petri dish and 20 mL of
regeneration medium [0.1% yeast extract (EMD Chemical Inc., Mississauga Ontario),
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0.1% casein hydrolysate (Fluka, Oakville Ontario), 1M sucrose (Bioshop), and 1.6% agar
(Bioshop)] was poured into the dish from the edge of the plate towards the center. This
keeps the cells at the center of the dish during the regeneration process. Plates were
incubated overnight at room temperature, at which time excess sorbitol was discarded
and plates were inverted and incubated at room temperature. After 2-4 days, when
hyphal growth was evident, small pieces of agar containing hyphae from the edge of the
cultures were transferred to PDA plates for observation and further work.

Fungal Transformation
One-hundred uL of EP155 virus-free spheroplast solution and, 10 uL (5-10 |j,g) of
plasmid DNA were mixed together in a 15 mL Falcon tube and incubated on ice for 30
minutes. One mL of PTC buffer [40% Polyethylene glycol 4000 (Bioshop), 100 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM CaCb (Fisher Scientific)] was added to the tube, mixed gently
and incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. One mL of STC (1 M D-sorbitol, 100
mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM CaC^) was added and mixed gently. The reaction
mixture was placed onto empty Petri dishes as droplets of 100, 250, and 500 uL to ensure
the separation of individual transformants. 12.5 mL of Regeneration Medium at 46-48 °C
was added slowly into the dishes from the edge toward the center to keep the cells at the
center of dish. Plates were incubated at room temperature overnight and then 12.5 mL of
Regeneration Medium (46-48 °C) containing 60 jj,g/mL hygromycin B was added as a top
layer to all plates. Plates were incubated for a few days at room temperature until growth
of colonies was evident in the medium. Individual colonies were transferred to PDA+hyg
medium.
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Long term storage of strains
All strains, including those that were transformed or transfected, were grown on
PDA plates to a radius of approximately 2 cm (usually about 48 h). Autoclaved glass
microfibre filters (GF/C; Whatman) were then placed on PDA plate at a distance of
approximately 2mm from the margin of the colony. Strains were incubated at room
temperature until the glass fibre filters were completely covered with mycelium. The
filters were then removed and transferred into small autoclaved paper envelopes, allowed
to dry under the laminar flowhood (Microzone Corporation, Nepean Ontario) for 24
hours and stored at -20 °C in a sealed container containing desiccant.

Microscopy Assay
Slide preparation
Hyphal fusion between pairs of isolates was investigated using the protocol
provided by Biella et al. (2002) with minor modifications. All isolates were inoculated
on PDA plates and incubated at room temperature until the radius of colonies reached 2-3
cm. Sterile glass microscope slides, 7.5 x 2.5 cm, were coated with a thin layer of molten
PDA medium (65°C) and allowed to dry on a bent glass rod, within a sterile glass Petri
dish (Figure 8). Two layers of filter paper (#1; Whatman) were placed underneath of the
bent glass rod. Agar blocks of ~0.5 cm3 were excised from the colony margin of each of
two strains to be paired and placed approximately 1 cm apart on the slide such that the
top surfaces were facing each other. Two mL of sterile ddFbO was poured onto the filter
papers to maintain humidity in the chamber. Petri dishes were wrapped loosely with a
plastic bag and incubated for 48 hours in the dark at room temperature.
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of slide culture technique used for microscopy assays.
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Slide analysis
To determine the cell death frequencies for each pair of isolates, slides were
examined with Zeiss Axioplan 2 imaging microscope (Toronto, Ontario) under 20x and
40x objective lenses. The zone of interaction between the mycelia of two isolates was
observed for cell fusion. Starting at a point of contact between two hyphae, each hypha
was traced back from the fusion point toward the block to make sure that the fusion was
between different isolates. Observation of areas with a high density of hyphae was
avoided, since the individual hypha could not be easily traced back. Cytoplasmic
shrinkage was selected as the criterion to identify cells undergoing PCD (Figure 9). For
each hyphal contact, we recorded whether one, both, or neither of the two hyphae was
undergoing PCD. Cell death frequency was expressed for each of the paired strains as
the number of cells undergoing PCD over the number of hyphal contacts.
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Figure 9. Types of interactions observed under 40x magnification. Point of fusion in
each panel is shown with arrow, (a) Compatible interaction without sign of PCD in
hyphae of either strain, (b & c) Incompatible fusions between p74-3 and EP155 infected
with CHVlEuro7. In panel B isolate EP155-CHVlEuro7 shows vacuolization (v). In
panel C, EP155-CHVlEuro7 shows cytoplasmic collapse (c). (d) Fusion of P74-3 and
EP155-CHV1EP713 with both isolates displaying different stages of cell death, [v =
vacuolization; s = cytoplasmic shrinkage; c = collapse of cell contents]
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Heterokaryon incompatibility test
This test was done using the method described by Smith et al (2006) with slight
modifications. Each strain was inoculated on PDA and incubated at room temperature
until the colony radius reached 2-3 cm. An autoclaved cellophane disk was placed onto a
fresh PDA plate and allowed to dry (Figure 10). A 3 mm3 agar block from the colony
margin of a benomyl-resistant strain was excised and placed on the cellophane disk at a
distance of 2-3 mm from a similar inoculation block of a hygromycin-resistant strain.
The Petri dishes were incubated at 30 °C until contact of two mycelia was observed
(usually about 24 h). After contact, the cellophane disk was transferred to a new plate
containing PDA and 0.15 ug/mL benomyl and 30 ug/mL hygromycin B
(PDA+ben+hyg), and the colony margins were marked on the bottom of the Petri dish
with indelible marker for subsequent observations of additional growth. Three days after
the transfer, plates were examined for the presence of heterokaryotic outgrowths. To
verify the outgrowth as heterokaryotic, small blocks from the outgrowth margin were
transferred to PDA+ben+hyg plates and observed for rapid growth indicating double
resistance. For pairings in which outgrowths were not evident, blocks were taken from
the point of contact, transferred to PDA+ben+hyg, incubated at 30 °C and monitored for
growth every day for a week.
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Figure 10. Schematic representation of technique used for heterokaryon incompatibility
test.
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Mycelial incompatibility assay
Strains to be paired were inoculated separately onto PDA and incubated at room
temperature until the colony radius reached 2-3 cm. Two mm agar blocks from the
colony margin of each strain were placed approximately 5 mm apart on PDAg plates
(Powell, 1995). One litre of this medium contained 39 g PDA, 7 g malt extract (Becton,
Dickinson and Company), 2 g yeast extract, 0.8 g tannic acid (BDH Chemicals Ltd, Poole
England), 0.1 g methionine (Life Technologies Inc., Grand Island NY), 2 mg biotin (Life
Technologies Inc.), 2 mg thiamine (added after autoclaving; Life Technologies Inc.), 20 g
agar and 50 mg bromocresol green (BDH Chemicals Ltd). Each PDAg plate contained
eight pairs of isolates. Plates were incubated at 25 °C for 10 days in the dark. Pairings
that did not form a dark line were scored as compatible and pairs that did form a dark line
were scored as incompatible.
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Table 1. Strains used in this study.

isolate
EP155B
22.1H
P1-11B
P10-2B
P11-23B
P1-5B
P1-6B
P42-7B
P74-3B
P78-6B
P4-4B
P5-1B
P10-18B
MJ1-3-20B
P24-33B
P32-35B
EP29 16L1
EP392 39L1
P67-7
P21-14
1

vie genotype1
2211-22
2211-22
2211-22
2211-22
1211-22
1211-22
2111-22
2111-22
2221-22
2221-22
2212-22
2212-22
2211-12
2211-12
2211-21
2211-21
2221-11
2111-11
2121-22
2122-22

EU-typ(
EU-5(v(;40)
EU-5(vc;40)
EU-5(V(;40)
EU-5(vc;40)
EU-31
EU-31
EU-6
EU-6
EU-60
EU-60
EU-l(vc;10)
EU-l(vc;10)
EU-21
EU-21
EU-18
EU-18
EU-46
EU-9
EU-59
EU-38

origin 2

ATCC#38755 from A. Churchill
hy^ of EP155-2 from A. Churchill
PC17xPC7
V029 x PC7
Pl-llxP3-3
PC17xPC7
PC17xPC7
Pl-llxLI13
Pl-llxP50-16
P50-4xP74-7
V054 x PC7
V054xV064
V029 x PC7
P17-8xJA17
P4-4 x SA26
PC39 x VA35
MG Milgroom
MG Milgroom
Pl-6xP25-6
P49-6 x P54-5

Alleles of each vie locus are given in order from vie J, 2, 3, 4, -, 6, 7. Alleles that differed from those of
EP155 are in bold.
2
All strains expect EP155B and 22.1H are from crosses set up by MG Milgroom of Cornell University,
Ithaca NY.
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Polymerase chain reactions
All constructs along with their specific primers prepared by polymerase chain
reactions (PCRs) are listed in Table 2. Primers were manually designed and the melting
temperatures were adjusted using OligoAnalyzer program (Integrated DNA
Technologies, http://www.idtdna.com/home/home.aspx). All the primers were
synthesized by Sigma-Aldrich Company. Expected amplicon sizes were verified by
agarose gel electrophoresis in 1% (w/v) agarose (Amresco, Guelph, Ontario) and
ethidium bromide (Sigma-Aldrich) in lx TAE [0.04 M Tris-acetate, 0.001 M EDTA
(Sigma-Aldrich)] and visualized by Alpha-Innotech UV illuminator (San Leandro, CA).
Amplicons of the correct size were then sequenced at StemCore Laboratories (OHPJ,
Ottawa Ontario). PCR reactions were done in a final volume of 20 uL and contained 2
uL of template (5 ng/uL), IX PCR buffer (Bioshop), forward and reverse primers, 1.5 uL
MgCl2 (25 mM; Bioshop), 0.4 uL dNTPs (100 mM; Bioshop) and 0.2 uL Taq DNA
polymerase (5 units/uL; Bioshop). PCR reactions were performed in a Biometra
(Goettingen, Germany) TGradient thermocycler with the following reaction conditions:
initial denaturation at 95 C for 5 minutes then 30 cycles of 95 C for 30 seconds,
annealing for 30 seconds (temperature varies depending on the primer pairs), and
o

o

polymerization at 72 C for 30 seconds. These cycle parameters were followed by 72 C
for 10 minutes and 4 C for an indefinite time. CHI and CH2 chimeras were constructed
by the site-directed mutagenesis technique with sequence overlap extension as shown in
(Figure 11). The procedure consisted of two rounds of PCR. The first round resulted in
generation of two PCR products with overlapping ends from two different templates in
separate reactions. In the subsequent round, PCR fragments were combined in a reaction
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to allow the overlapping ends to anneal and form a new template. The fused product was
amplified further by PCR with external primers.
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Figure 11. Schematic representation of technique used for construction of chimeras.
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PI
CHVl-EP713-p29
P2
PCR1
P3
CHVl-Euro7-p29
P4
PCR2
PI
PCR1
PCR2
P4
CHI

Table 2. Transformation plasmids along with their oligonucleotide primers used in this
study.

Transfonnant
designation

EP155 (CHV1EP713-p29flag)

EP155 (CHV1Euro7-p29flag)

EP155 (CHI)

EP155 (CH2)

EP155 (CH4)

EP155 (CH8)

EP155(EP713p29stop)

Transfamation
plasmid

EP713-p29-flag

Euro7^>29-ilag

CHI

cm

CH4

CH8

EP713-p29stop

Tm

63.0
63.0
66.9
60.0
63.0
63.0
620

TCCrrCGTACGTTGTTCCAA
TTGGAACAACGTACGAAGGA
TAACGCATGCCTTGTCATCG
GCCAGGTACCATGTCTTGT
TCCTTCGTACGTrGrrCCAA
TTGGAACAACGTACGAAGGA
TAACGCATGCCTTGTCATCGTCGTCCTTGTAATCGCCGCCAA
TCCGGGCAAG
GCCAG6TACCATG0CTCAATTAAGAAAACCCAGT

620

56.0

GCCAGGTACCATGGCT! AATGAAGAIAG(XCAGT
TAA(XK:ATGCC7TCrC47UC?rCGrCC7TG7:44rCGCCGCCAAT
CCGGGCAAG

66.0

67.0

620

AACGCATGCTTACTTOrC^TCGrcGrCCITGW^rcGCCGCCA

GCCAGGTACCATGTTGCaCACCCCTGACGGGGTATGT

AAOXATGCTTXCTIOTCATCGTCGTCCTTarAATCQTCTQCC

60.0

GCCAGGTACCATGGCT

55.0

64.0

50.0

620

55.0

Co

lAkOXATXXCTmTCArCGTCGTCCTrGTAArCGTIGCCGAT
OCGGGCGAGG

JAkCGCATXXCITGTCAIVGTCGTCCWGTAlTCGCCQCCAAl
CCGGGCAAG
GCCAGGTACCATGTCTTGTCTTAGAAAACCC

GCCAGGTACCATGGCTCAATTAAGAAAACCCAGT

Primers (5'>3')

Kpnl site and start codon are shown in bold and italic,
respectively
Spli site, stop codon and flag sequence are shown in
bold, grey cola- and italic, respectively
Kpti. site and substituted nucleotides are shown in
bold and grey color, respctivley
Spli site and flag sequence aie shown in bold and
italic, respectively

SpK site, stop codon and flag sequence are shown in
bold, grey cola' and italic, respectively

Kpnl site is shown in bold

Forward and reverse pmners to amplify 324-747
position from EP713-p29 template

Forward and reverse primers to amplify 1 -344
position from Euix>7-p29 template

Forward and reverse primers to amplify 324-747
position fiom Euro7-p29 template

Forward and reverse pmners to amplify 1-344
position from EP713-p29 template

Spfti. site and flag sequence are shown in bold and
italic, respectively

SpJi site and flag sequence are shown in bold and
italic respectively
KpA site is shown in bold

kpnl site is shown in bold

Comments

to
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DNA digestion and ligation
All PCR products were cloned into pCR2.1-TOPO vector using the TOPO TA
cloning kit and the manufacture's protocol (Invitrogen). Inserts were then excised from
TOPO TA by mixing 1 ug of DNA, 5 uL of digestion buffer (#1; New England Biolabs),
1 uL BSA (10 mg/mL; New England Biolabs), 2 units each ofSphl and Knpl (New
o

England) and up to 50 uL of ddHaO. Digests were incubated at 37 C for 2 hours,
confirmed for expected fragment sizes and recovered following agarose gel
electrophoresis. After DNA recovery, inserts were ligated into vector pCPXHYl. Each
ligation reaction was composed of 30 ng of insert, 90 ng of vector digested as described
above with Sphl and Knpl, 2 uL of 10X T4 DNA ligase buffer (New England Biolabs)
and 5 units of T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs). Reactions were brought to 25 uL
o

of ddtkO and incubated overnight at 4 C.

DNA recovery from agarose gels
Following agarose gel electrophoresis, DNA bands were excised and mixed with
3 volumes of Nal (Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated at 55 C to melt the gel material. Ten
|oL of Glass Milk was then added to the solution and incubated overnight at 4 C. The
sample was centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 30 seconds, the supernatant discarded and the
pellet was washed twice with new wash buffer (50 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris pH 7.6, 2.5
mM EDTA, 50% EtOH). The pellet was dried briefly and then resuspended in 15 \xL
ddHiO, incubated for 5 minutes at 55 °C and centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 1 minute.
This step was repeated after transferring the supernatant to a fresh tube. Any glass milk
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residue was removed by centrifugation followed by measuring the DNA concentration
with a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE).

Fungal protein extraction
Total protein was extracted from each of three isolates of EP155 transformed with
either CHVl-EP713-p29-flag, CHVl-Euro7-p29-flag or CHVl-EP713-p29. For this,
each strain was inoculated onto a cellophane membrane that was overlayed on PDA and
incubated at room temperature for 15 to 20 days. The mycelium was scraped off the
membrane using a sterile spatula, and ground in a mortar and pestle with liquid nitrogen.
Powder was transferred to an eppendorf tube along with 100 mg of 0.5 mm glass beads
(BioSpec Products Inc., Bartlesville OK) and 1 volume of disruption buffer [20 mM
Tris.Cl (pH 7.9), 10 mM MgCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol (SigmaAldrich), 0.1 M DTT (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.3 M ammonium sulfate (BDH Chemicals Ltd.),
100 mM PMSF (MP biomedicals, Solon OH) and 1 protease inhibitor cocktail tablets
(Roche)]. The tubes were vortexed at 13,000 rpm for 30 seconds and incubated on ice for
2 minutes. This step was repeated five times and tubes were centrifuged for one hour at
12,000 rpm at 4 C. Supernatant was removed and the protein concentration of each
sample was measured using the Quick Start Bradford Protein Assay protocol from BioRad.

Affinity Purification using M2 Anti-flag Agarose Beads
The following components were mixed together in a 15 mL Falcon tube on ice:
100 uL of anti-FLAG M2 antibodies bound to agarose beads (Sigma-Aldrich) along with
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1 mL of Buffer A [50% 2X Buffer {40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 10 mM MgCl2, 20%
glycerol, 0.2% Tween 20}, 25% 2 M KC1, 0.1% PMSF, 0.07% (3-mercaptoethanol
(Sigma-Aldrich), and one mini-protease tablet]. The mixture was centrifuged for 3
minutes at 1000 rpm and the supernatant was removed. The pellet was further
centrifuged for 30 seconds at 1000 rpm to completely remove the buffer. Extracted
protein (250 fig) was added to the tube, mixed gently and incubated for one hour at 4 C
on a platform shaker (Reliable Scientific Inc., Nesbit MS). After incubation, samples
were centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 3 minutes and supernatant was removed. The agarose
beads were washed three times with Buffer A to remove any unbound protein. Bound
protein was then eluted by incubating the beads with 30 ug/mL FLAG peptide (SigmaAldrich) for 30 minutes at 4 C on a platform shaker followed by centrifugation at 1000
o

rpm for 3 minutes at 4 C.

SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
In this section a BioRad Mini Protean 3 gel system (Bio-Rad) was used. The
glass plates were cleaned using ethanol and assembled according to the manufacturer's
instructions. The resolving gel (12% acrylamide) was prepared by mixing the following
components in order in a 50 mL falcon tube; 4800 uL ddtbO, 6300 uL of 40%
acrylamide/Bis solution (Bio-Rad), 3800 uL of 1.5 M Tris (pH 8.8), 150 uL 10% sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS; Bioshop), and 150 uL of 10% ammonium persulfate (APS; SigmaAldrich). Ten uL of N, N, N', N'-Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED; SigmaAldrich) was added to the mixture, swirled quickly and poured into the gap between the
glass plates. One cm of space at the top was left empty and overlaid with ddHiO. The
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gel was allowed to polymerize for 20 minutes at room temperature. After
polymerization, water was removed and the stacking gel was added. The stacking gel
was prepared by mixing; 4060 uL of ddH20, 880 uL of 40% acrylamide/Bis solution,
1660 uL of 1.5 M Tris (pH 8.8), 66 uL 10% SDS and 66.8 uL of 10% APS. After
addition of 10 uL of TEMED, the solution was swirled quickly and added onto the
polymerized resolving gel. A clean comb was inserted into the stacking gel without
creating any air bubbles and the gel was incubated at room temperature for another 20
minutes. After polymerization and removing the comb, the gel was mounted to the
electrophoresis apparatus, placed in the chamber and filled with reservoir buffer [25 mM
Tris, 250 mM glycine (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1% SDS]. Each protein sample was prepared
by mixing 15 ug of protein with 10 uL of SDS gel-loading buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 6.8,
100 mM dithiothreitol, 2% SDS, 0.1 % bromophenol blue, 10% glycerol) and incubating
at 80 C for 10 minutes. Samples were centrifuged at high speed for one minute and
loaded into wells of the gel along with 10 uL of precision plus protein kaleidoscope
standard (Bio-Rad). After attaching the apparatus to the power supply, a voltage of 150
V was applied until the dye moved into the resolving gel. The voltage was then increased
to 225 V and allowed to run until the bromophenol blue reached to the bottom of the
resolving gel.

Staining SDS-PAGE gels with coomassie brilliant blue in preparation for mass
spectroscopy
All the following steps should be carried out using clean dishes and the gel should
be covered with saran wrap at all times and never touched with bare hands. The SDS-
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PAGE gel was fixed in 100 mL of methanol/acetic acid (Anachemia, Mississauga ON)
(25%: 10% v/v). A staining solution was prepared by dissolving 0.25 g of Coomassie
Brilliant blue (Fluka) in 90 mL of 50% methanol and 10 mL of glacial acetic acid
followed by filtration using 25 mm syringe filters (Cellulose Acetate membrane; Ultident,
St. Laurent QC). The gel was immersed in 100 mL of staining solution and incubated for
2 hours on a platform shaker. After removing the staining solution, the gel was destained
for 4 hours in 25% methanol with 10% acetic acid and 65% ddLkO. The destaining
solution was changed 3 to 4 times during this period. The gel was stored in 7.5% acetic
acid, wrapped in saran wrap at 4 C. Mass spectroscopy was performed at the National
Research Council Canada (Ottawa, Ontario) using Liquid Chromatography coupled to
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (LC/MS).

Western blotting
Two porous pads, two Mini Trans-Blot filter papers (Bio-Rad) and one piece of
nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad) cut to similar size as the SDS-PAGE gel were soaked
in transfer buffer (39 mM glycine, 48 mM Tris base, 20% methanol) prior to assembly.
After running SDS-PAGE gels, the apparatus was disassembled and the glass plates were
slowly separated from the gel. The stacking gel was removed from the resolving gel and
the transfer apparatus was set up on a gel holder cassette in the order from anode (+) to
cathode (-): porous pad, filter paper, nitrocellulose filter, gel, filter paper and porous pad.
A glass pipette was used to roll and remove air bubbles as each layer was applied. The
cassette was placed into the trans-blotting module and positioned into the buffer tank
along with an ice pack and fresh transfer buffer. Thirty volts was applied overnight at
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4 C. On the following day, the transfer apparatus was disassembled and the protein
standard markers were marked on the membrane using a fine pencil. The membrane was
incubated at room temperature in the following solutions: 1 hour with gentle shaking in
blocking solution [5% fat-free dried milk in 1% Tris-Buffered Saline Tween-20 (TBST; 9
mL of Tris HC1 pH8.0, 27 mL of 5 M NaCl and 900 mL Tween-20 in 900 ddH 2 0)];
vigorous shaking 4 x 1 5 min each in 1% TBST; very gently shaking for 1 hour in 10 mL
of blocking solution with 10 x uL anti-FLAG M2 peroxidase conjugate antibody
(1:1000) (Sigma-Aldrich); finally, vigorous shaking for 15 min in 1% TBST. After
removing the excess buffer, the membrane was incubated with Chemiluminescent
peroxidase substrate 3 (Sigma-Aldrich) according to manufacture's protocol, wrapped in
plastic wrap and exposed to Kodak BioMax light film (Sigma-Aldrich) for 2 minutes and
developed with Kodak developer (Sigma-Aldrich) and Kodak fixer (Sigma-Aldrich)
according to manufacture's instructions.

RESULTS
Effect of viral infection on C. parasitica phenotype
The effects of wild-type and chimeric hypoviruses in altering the phenotypic traits
of C. parasitica are shown in Figure 12. The key characteristics that were evaluated were
growth rate and mycelial pigmentation patterns. Compared to the EP155 virus-free strain
(A2 in Figure 12), the EP155 strain transfected with CHV1-EP713 had a slower growth
rate and lacked conidia resulting in a non-pigmented colony (data not shown). In
contrast, the CHVl-Euro7 transfected EP155 strain (A3) had an intermediate level of
pigmentation and slightly slower growth rate compared to the EP155 strain. The
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phenotypes of EP155 strains bearing chimeric viruses were compared with the above
virus-free, and transfected CHV1-EP713 and CHVl-Euro7 forms of EP155 (Table 3).
The transfected isolates all had similar growth rates to CHVl-Euro7, except for those
bearing the Rl (Bl) and R6 (B3) chimeras, which grew more slowly, similar to EP155CHV1EP713. In terms of pigmentation, most isolates had a similar pattern as EP155CHVlEuro7. Among transfected strains only EP155 (R6) and EP155 (R13) (CI) had
phenotypes that were similar to those described in the papers published by Nuss's group
(Chen et al, 2000; Suzuki et al, 2003).
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Figure 12. Colony morphologies of C. parasitica isolates with and without transfected
viruses. Across the top are isolates of virus-free P74-3 (Al) and EP155 (A2) and EP155
transfected with CHVl-Euro7 (A3) and chimeric viruses (Bl, Rl; B2, R2; B3, R6; B4,
R12; CI, R13; C2, R14; C3, PXH3; C4, PXH1; Dl, Ap29; D2, Ap69; D3, Ap40). Isolates
were maintained on PDA for 10 days on the laboratory bench at room temperature prior
to photographing.
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Table 3. Effect of chimeric hypovirus transfection on colony morphology. Pigmentation
level of transfected strains were compared with EP155 virus-free (++), and transfected
with CHV1-EP713 (-) and CHVl-Euro 7 (+). Growth rates are based on the diameter
(mm) of each colony grown on PDA under standard laboratory conditions over 10 days
period.
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Growth rate (mm/day)

Position on Figure 12

Strain

Pigmentation

EP155 (wild-type)

++

8.5

A2

EP155 (CHV1-EP713)

-

4.3

-

EP155 (CHVl-Euro7)

+

6.8

A3

EP155(Rl)

++

4.9

Bl

EP155(R2)

-

6.8

B2

EP155(R6)

+

6.5

B3

EP155(R12)

++

6.8

B4

EP155(R13)

+

7.8

CI

EP155(R14)

+

7.7

C2

EP155(Ap29)

+

7.7

Dl

EP155(Ap40)

+

7.8

D3

EP155 (Ap69)

+

7.7

D2
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Effect of chimeric recombinant viruses on PCD
Infected and non-infected isolates are designated throughout this thesis as donor
and recipient, respectively. Strains bearing transfected constructs are designated by the
strain number followed by the construct designation in parentheses. Confrontations
between P74-3 and each of EP155, EP155 (CHV1-EP713) and EP155 (CHVl-Euro7)
were used as controls in all microscopy experiments and as reference points to compare
the effects on PCD of various virus constructs. Confrontations between the uninfected
strains, P74-3 and EP155, yielded very high PCD rates of-91%, representing the
incompatibility effects associated with vicS allelic differences in these two isolates.
Confrontations of P74-3 and EP155 (CHV1-EP713) resulted in significantly lower
frequencies of PCD at contact points (32% and 24% in donor and recipient, respectively)
compared to those involving P74-3 and EP155. Confrontations between P74-3 and
EP155 (CHVl-Euro7) yielded a less pronounced drop in PCD frequencies (52% and 41%
in donor and recipient, respectively).
As illustrated in the left portion of Figure 13, chimeric hypoviruses were prepared
by interchanging different domains of CHV1-EP713 and CHVl-Euro7 using restriction
sites available within the viral genomic cDNAs. For example, the Rl chimera was
constructed with the ORF A of the CHV1-EP713 and ORF B of CHVl-Euro7.
Confrontations between P74-3 and each of EP155 (Rl), EP155 (R14) and EP155 (R12)
resulted in relatively low PCD frequencies, similar to confrontations involving EP155
(CHV1-EP713). On the other hand, pairing P74-3 with either EP155 (R13) or EP155
(R6) resulted in PCD frequencies that were more similar to those involving EP155
(CHVl-Euro7). Surprisingly, R2 resulted in very high PCD frequencies that were similar
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to those involving the non-infected strains. Nevertheless, the combined results suggested
that v/c3-associated PCD reduction is correlated to ORF A characteristics.
Strains transfected with CHV1-EP713 constructs with deletions in ORF A,
namely Ap69, Ap40 and Ap29, suggested that regions encoding both p29 and p40 proteins
are involved in reducing the rate (or frequency) of v/cJ-associated PCD (Figure 13). The
Ap69 construct had negligible effects on PCD compared to uninfected pairings.
Deletions of either p29 or p40 had intermediate reductions in PCD compared to the
noninfected control confrontations. In any event, analysis of these deletion constructs
further support our previous results that ORF A is associated with reduction in vic3associated PCD. Further supporting this ORF A role, EP155 strains were transformed to
constitutively express copies of either p29 or p40. Confronting either of these two strains
with P74-3 yielded very few hyphal contacts that had evidence of PCD (Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Clustered bar representation of viral constructs (left) and associated cell death
frequencies (right). Isolate P74-3 is the virus recipient and EP155 is the donor of virus
constructs. Donors were transfected with freshly prepared dsRNA (below horizontal
line) or transformed (above the line) with plasmids PXH3 and PXH1 that constitutively
express p40 and p29 cDNA, respectively. Bars at right show mean cell death frequencies
( + SD) for recipient (blue) and donor (red) cells based on microscopical examination of
over 100 hyphal contacts for each strain pair.
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Vegetative incompatibility
Heterokaryon incompatibility tests
This assay was performed by confronting each of the hygromycin-resistant
isolates 22.1H, EP155 (PXH1) or EP155 (PXH3) against each of 13 benomyl-resistant
isolates containing the same or different alleles at one of each of six vie loci. Strain
22.1H is a hygromycin resistant derivative of EP155. As detailed in Figure 7 plasmids
PXH1 and PXH3 confer hygromycin resistance and constitutively express cDNAs of the
p29 and p40 components of ORF A, respectively. The colonies were inoculated as pairs
and allowed to grow together on cellophane overlaid on PDA. After contact, the
cellophane with paired colonies was transferred to PDA+hyg+ben medium and observed
for 1 week for the presence or absence of heterokaryotic outgrowths (Figure 14).
Outgrowths were observed when pairs of isolates contained the same alleles at all six vie
loci or differed only at vic4, as previously reported by Smith et al. (2006). In order to
verify the outgrowths as heterokaryotic, small blocks from the margins of outgrowths
were transferred to the PDA+ben+hyg plates and the growth rates were recorded (Figure
15). In cases where no outgrowths were observed, blocks were taken from the point of
contact between the pairs of isolates. Pairings that differed at any of vie 1, 2, 3, 6, or 7 did
not show any outgrowths regardless of whether p29 or p40 were expressed, and were not
observed to grow upon transfer to fresh PDA+ben+hyg. Heterokaryon incompatibility
characteristics were not, therefore, altered by the viral components that had effectively
reduced PCD.
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Figure 14: Heterokaryon outgrowth (hk) from EP155B and 22.1H pairing (viccompatible) (a). In comparison, the outgrowth is absent in pairing of strains 22.1H and
P74-3 that differ at vic3 (b).
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Figure 15: Growth rates of heterokaryotic sectors obtained from confronting hygromycinresistant isolates of 22.1H, PXH1 or PXH3 against each of the 13 benomyl-resistant
isolates labeled across the bottom, vie differences for pairings are specified across the
top.
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Mycelial incompatibility assay
This test was performed on PDAg plates containing bromocresol green by
confronting each of the three isolates EP155, EP155 (PXH1) and EP155 (PXH3)
separately with each of 14 benomyl-resistant isolates having specific vie genotype
differences (Figure 16). The formation of a dark line (barrage) is associated with the
fusion and subsequent cell death between two incompatible mycelia. As expected, no
barrage was seen in pairings of v/ocompatible strains, vz'c-incompatible strains
(including those expressing p29 or p40) developed well-defined barrages with the
exception of EP155 (PXH1) + P4-4B, which differ at vic4. vic4 is considered the
"weakest" vie locus (Biella et al, 2002), since vic4 heteroallelism does not interfere with
heterokaryon formation (see Figure 15). That the barrage line between vzW-incompatible
strains EP155 (PXH1) and P4-4B was poorly defined or absent (based on multiple
barrage tests) suggests that expression of the p29 element has a subtle effect on mycelial
incompatibility. Overall, based on these barrage tests neither p29 nor p40 significantly
alters the mycelial incompatibility characteristics associated with vie gene differences.
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Figure 16. Mycelial incompatibility tests between strain pairs with defined vie
characteristics. Each of three strains, EP155, EP155 transformed with PXH1, and EP155
transformed with PXH3, was paired separately to 14 strains that have same vie genotype
to EP155 or differ at a single vie locus, as designated across the top. Barrage lines are
evident as dark lines where the paired colonies grow together.
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Protein-protein interaction
To study how the p29 protein effects PCD rates based on our microscopy assays,
we made flag-tagged constructs of p29 from each of CHV1-EP713 and CHVl-Euro7 and
expressed these in the fungal host, EP155. It was hypothesized that these constructs may
allow for the isolation and identification of fungal protein(s) that interact with p29.
Crude protein extracts of strains containing CHVl-EP713-p29-flag and CHVl-Euro7p29-flag constructs had different banding patterns from each other as visualized through
Western blotting (Figure 17). The molecular weight of both of these p29-flag proteins
was expected to be -30 KDa. Three bands with molecular weights of ~60 KDa, 42 KDa
and 30 KDa were found to be common in both flag-tagged protein samples. No immunoreactive proteins were observed in protein from a no-flag control. Affinity purification
using M2 anti-flag agarose beads yielded two bands with molecular weights of 60 KDa
and 30 KDa (Figure 18). Unfortunately sequence analysis of these bands mostly revealed
antibody fragments.
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Figure 17: Western blot of flagged-tag constructs of CHVl-EP713-p29 and CHV1Euro7-p29. Positions of 30 and 42 KDa are shown with arrows. The expected size for the
positive control, provided by RP Smith, is approximately 85 KDa.
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Figure 18: Affinity purified samples of CHVl-EP713-p29 and CHVl-Euro7-p29 using
M2 anti-flag agarose beads followed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie Brilliant Blue
staining revealed two bands with molecular weights of -60 KDa and -30 KDa.
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p29 sequence analysis
The p29 sequence was analyzed in order to identify the domain responsible for
vz'ci-associated PCD reduction. CHI and CH2 chimeras of p29 were constructed by
replacing the first 300 bp of CHVl-Euro7-p29-flag with the first 300bp of CHV1-EP713p29 (Figure 19). CH4 and CH8 constructs were made by deleting the last and first 150
nucleotides, respectively, from CHVl-EP713-p29. These fragments were inserted behind
the Pgpd promoter within the plasmid pCPXHYl and then transformed into EP155.
Microscopy assays were performed to examine PCD frequencies in contacts between
these transformed strains and P74-3 (Figure 19). Expression of each of these constructs
resulted in a reduction in observed PCD frequencies over that of no-virus controls. All of
the constructs, except chimera CH2, had PCD rates that resembled those associated with
expression of the p29-Euro7 construct. Of these modified forms of p29, CH2, which has
the 5' end of p29-Euro7 and the 3' end of p29-EP713, had the greatest effect on PCD
reduction. This suggested that the 3' portion of the p29 gene is the major player in
reducing PCD, but this is not supported by results with the CH8 construct. The CH8
construct has the 5' region of p29-EP713 deleted but maintains all of its 3' region. In
general, these results suggest that there is no well-defined subdomain within p29 that is
involved in the reduction of vz'cJ-associated PCD.
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Figure 19: Clustered bar representation of viral constructs (left) and associated PCD
frequencies (right). These results are means (±SD) based on a minimum of 50 contacts
for each pairing. The constructs were expressed in EP155 (the donor) while P74-3 (the
recipient) was virus free.
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p29, RNA silencing and nonself recognition
Segers el al. (2007) showed that dicer-like protein dcl-2, but not dcl-1 is essential
for RNA silencing in C. parasitica. Our microscopy analysis of v/c3-associated PCD
using dcl-1 and dcl-2 mutants revealed interesting parallels between RNA silencing and
Wc-associated PCD (Figure 20). Confrontations between strains P74-3 and EP155 (Adcl2), and between P74-3 and EP155 (A.dcl-l/Adcl-2), resulted in reduced v/c3-associated
PCD rates that were similar to those observed when the EP155 partner expresses CHV1EP713-p29. However, hyphal contacts between P74-3 and EP155 (Adcl-1) had high rates
of PCD in cells surrounding hyphal contact points. This suggested that the virus may be
using the RNA silencing pathway to affect reduced PCD rates in incompatible fusion
events. This possible link suggested that the p29 effect on PCD could be mediated by an
RNA effector.
In order to determine if the effect of p29 on PCD reduction is mediated by RNA
or by protein, three stop codons were inserted into the beginning of the CHV1-EP713p29 sequence (Figure 21). Introduction of these translation termination sites eliminated
the p29 phenotypic effects of reduced colony growth rate and decreased pigmentation and
conidiation in EP155 colonies (Figure 22), but did not compromise the cell death
frequency effect (Figure 20). These results strongly suggest that reduction in vic3associated PCD is mediated by RNA synthesized from ORF A, and specifically from the
p29-encoding region. Furthermore, the data indicates that the p29 effects on colony
morphology (pigmentation patterns, etc.) are independent of reduction in vz'ci-associated
PCD; the former is dependent with p29 protein synthesis while the later is likely
associated with p29 RNA. Furthermore, the involvement of p29 RNA in reducing PCD
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is consistent with the idea that this element interferes somehow with the RNA silencing
pathway.
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Figure 20: Illustration of PCD frequencies in P74-3 (recipient) and EP155 (donor). Donor
strain was transformed with constructs as indicated at left. Mean cell death frequencies
(±SD) in recipient and donor strains are indicated in red and blue, respectively. Except
for EP155 (Adcl-1), all other strains yielded similar PCD rates as did EP155 transformed
with wild-type p29-EP713.
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Figure 21. Sequence alignment of the wild-type CHVl-EP713-p29 and CHV1-EP713p29stop for first 60 bp of coding regions with corresponding amino acid sequences for
each of three forward frames. Stop codons are shown by asterisks. Amino acid sequences
of CHVl-EP713-p29stop confirmed the presence of translation termination sites in all
three forward reading frames (below the line). Key functional amino acids encoded in
frame 1 are shown in bold and numbered according to Figure 24.
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QRKMARRPYHRLVCTCGRLS* AATMGWSPVLWLLSD* EKRRRPCLSRGRRR* VSV* AGWGPFLPSHFGFGREGSPCPDWR
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Figure 22: Colony morphology of EP155 virus-free (left), EP155 (CHV1-EP713p29stop) (middle) and EP155 (CHVl-EP713-p29) (right). All isolates were grown at
room temperature for 10 days.
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vie pathway dissection
In this section cell death frequencies were measured using pairs of isolates that
differed at one of vic2, 3, 6 or 7, as well as strain pairs having multiple vie differences.
PCD frequencies for each pair were analyzed in the presence and absence of CHV1EP713-p29, expressed by the EP155 strain. All PCD frequencies were converted to a
ratio of 1-i/ni, where "i" is the PCD frequency from pairing in which p29 was expressed
in EP155 strain and "ni" is the PCD frequency from the corresponding non-infected
pairing (Table 4). These ratios are also plotted in Figure 23 where a higher value
represents a more pronounced effect of the virus element on cell death reduction.
From Table 4 and Figure 23 it can be seen that the presence of p29 resulted in
significant reductions in PCD for all confrontations tested in which there was a single vie
gene difference. In some cases, but not in all, where there were multiple vie differences
an increased rate of PCD was observed. For example, paired isolates that differed at one
of vic2 or vic3 showed significant cell death reductions compared to the pairing in which
there were differences at both vie2 and vie3. Likewise, vie3£, 6£, 7^ differences had
relatively high PCD frequencies compared to the effects of single differences at each of
these three loci. This suggests that there is a "weakening" of the virus (p29) effect on
PCD-reduction when there are multiple vie differences. In contrast, pairings with
differences at both vic6 and vic7 did not apparently differ in PCD frequencies from
pairings that were incompatible for one of vic6 or vic7. While the interactions between
multiple vie gene products and hypovirus factors are likely complex, this preliminary
analysis suggests that insights into the pathways may be gained using hypovirus as a type
of genetic probe. It may be hypothesized based on this data, for example, that vic2 and
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vie3 act independently, and thus additively, while vic6 and vic7 operate within a common
pathway.
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Table 4: Effect of p29 expression on cell death frequencies between pairs of isolates that
differ at the single or multiple vie loci. For each confrontation, EP155 (donor) had or did
not have p29 from CHV1-EP713, as indicated, i = PCD frequency when donor contains
and expresses p29 construct, ni = PCD frequency when donor does not contain p29
construct
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Confrontation

Cell Death Frequency(+/-SD)

Ratio(l-i/ni)

EP155 + P1-6
EP155(p29-EP713) + Pl-6

Recipient
0.63 ±0.14
0.37 ±0.15

Donor

vic2^

Donor
0.68 ±0.11
0.25 ±0.13

vic3j:

EP155+P74-3
EP155(p29-EP713) + P74-3

0.91 ± 0.06
0.23 ±0.12

0.91 ± 0.05
0.20 ±0.12

EP155+P10-18

0.50 ±0.17

0.41 ±0.11

EP155(p29-EP713) + P10-18

0.28 ± 0.09

0.29 ± 0.06

EP155+P32-35
EP155(p29-EP713) + P32-35

0.51 ±0.14
0.19 ±0.05

vic6^, 7^

P74-3 + EP29 16L1
P74-3(p29-EP713) + EP29 16L1

vic3j^, 6^, 7^
vic2+M,7±

vie difference

vic6^
vie 7^

vie 2^,3^

vic2±,3+A*

Recipient

0.63

0.41

0.75

0.78

0.44

0.29

0.60 ±0.18
0.29 ±0.17

0.63

0.52

0.48 ±0.14
0.18±0.12

0.57 ±0.11
0.29 ±0.21

0.63

0.49

EP155 + EP29 16L1
EP155(p29-EP713) + EP29 16L1

0.36 ±0.12
0.28± 0.06

0.50 ± 0.07
0.44 ±0.13

0.22

0.12

EP155 + EP392 39L1
EP155(p29-EP713) + EP392 39L1

0.51± 0.24
0.29 ±0.13

0.42 ±0.21

0.43

0.43

EP155 + P67-7

0.61 ±0.15

EP155(p29-EP713) + P67-7

0.53 ±0.18
0.40 ± 0.00

0.25

0.13

EP155 + P21-14
EP155(p29-EP713) + P21-14

0.72 ±0.17
0.42 ± 0.26

0.62 ± 0.06
0.51 ±0.02

0.42

0.18

0.24 ± 0.08

0.53 ± 0.00
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Figure 23. Scatter plot representing a comparison between cell death ratio of isolates
involving single and double vie differences of vic6 and 7 (A) and vic2 and 3 (B).
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DISCUSSION
Devastation of the American chestnut tree by the parasitic fungus, C. parasitica,
is one of the classical examples of a plant disease caused by introduction of an introduced
species. The appearance of the hypovirulent fungal strains and their subsequent effects
on chestnut blight prompted researchers to investigate this phenomenon. Preliminary
investigations revealed that hypovirulent phenotype conversion is caused by the presence
of dsRNA that was transmitted cytoplasmically from a hypovirulent to a virulent strain,
and this set the stage for large scale biological control efforts. However, this program did
not succeed apparently because of the fungal vegetative incompatibility system that
slowed or prevented virus transfer between strains. Vegetative incompatibility in C.
parasitica is associated with at least six unlinked vie loci (vie 1, 2,3, 4, 6, and 7), each
with at least two alleles (Cortesi & Milgroom, 1998). Microscopic examination of hyphal
incompatible fusions revealed some common characteristics associated with vegetatively
incompatible reactions such as; septal plugging, vacuolization of the cytoplasm, organelle
degradation and shrinkage of the cytoplasm away from cell wall (Jacobson et al, 1998;
Biella et al, 2002). These alterations in cells are similar to characteristics associated
with eukaryotic PCD. Therefore, PCD in fungi can occur as a result of fusion between
two vegetatively incompatible strains.
The occurrence of PCD under specific physiological and pathological conditions
has been widely reported for the past 150 years (Bursch el al., 2000). PCD has been
categorized into two main types: apoptosis and autophagy. Apoptosis was classified as a
type of cell death that is triggered by physiological or pathological stimuli to regulate the
cell population. Cells involved in apoptosis undergo specific biochemical and
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physiological changes. These changes can take place in the cytoplasm and nucleus, as
well as plasma membrane. During the early stages of apoptosis, the cell integrity will be
altered. This transformation is identified as shrinkage and distancing of cells from
neighboring cells. Chromatin in the nucleus aggregates and is digested into fragments by
endonucleases. The nucleus will break down into several fragments that become
enclosed within apoptotic bodies. These apoptotic bodies are formed from intact
membranes that prevent leakage during the process of apoptosis (Lawen, 2003).
Autophagy is another type of programmed cell death that is involved in a wide range of
biological processes such as pathogen attack or other environmental stimuli, and cellular
remodeling during development (Yorimitsu & Klionsky, 2005). This process involves
sequestration of abnormal organelles in the cytoplasm followed by degradation and
recycling by the lysosome/vacuole.
The correlation between vegetative incompatibility and PCD associated with the
six vie genes in C. parasitica was investigated by Biella et al. (2002). They demonstrated
that there is a negative correlation between cell death and viral transmission when pairs
of isolates differed at single vie loci. Preliminary observations were also made by Biella
and co-workers that indicated that viral activity altered v/c-associated PCD. Our work
first set out to verify these earlier findings. This was done through a series of
microscopical examinations with virus infected and uninfected strains of EP155 paired
with P74-3, two stains that carry different alleles at vic3. A significant reduction in cell
death frequencies was observed in both the donor and recipient isolates upon fusion of
P74-3 with EP155 (CHV1-EP713), in comparison to the corresponding virus-free
isolates. Similarly, when P74-3 was paired with EP155 (CHVl-Euro7) a reduction in

PCD frequency was observed, although this effect was less dramatic than for P74-3 +
EP155 (CHV1-EP713) pairings. These observations corroborated earlier findings that a
virus element(s) was interacting with the fungal nonself recognition system to reduce
PCD.
In order to identify the virus element(s) responsible for vz'ci-associated PCD
reduction, a set of chimeric hypo viruses of CHVl-Euro7 and CHV1-EP713 was used.
These constructs were previously used by Chen et al. (2000) to determine the region of
the viral genome responsible for modifying fungal growth rate, canker and colony
morphology. In their study chimeras carrying specific regions of the virus genome
showed similar phenotypic alteration to the parental virus type. These similarities
allowed them to narrow down the genome to identify specific hypovirus domains that
contribute to particular morphological characteristics.
Our microscopy analyses revealed that the presence of chimeras Rl, R12 or R14
resulted in cell death frequencies that were similar to those of the parental virus, CHV1EP713. On the other hand, PCD frequencies in pairings with chimeras R13 and R6 were
similar to those involving CHVl-Euro7. These data indicated that the ORF A region was
involved in vz'cJ-associated PCD reduction. This was further supported by results with
Ap69, wherein the viral ORF A region was deleted. Expression of this construct resulted
in no appreciable reduction in PCD in pairings of EP155 (Ap69) + P74-3. Pairings with
Ap29 and Ap40 mutants from the CHV1-EP713 virus genome resulted in intermediate
cell death frequencies, suggesting that these proteins interact cooperatively with a
component(s) of the vic3-associated PCD pathway. Interestingly, compared to
experiments with transfected strains, strains that express transformed copies of CHV1-
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EP713-p29 or CHVl-EP713-p40 had a more pronounced effect in reducing PCD
frequencies.
One possible explanation for these minor discrepancies between pairings with
transfected mutants and transformed strains could be due to the variable and unstable
nature of transfected strains, compared to the stable nature of the transformants. Other
evidence of instability of transfected strains is based on our morphological observations
of EP155 infected with chimeras carrying the CHV1-EP713 ORF B (R2, R14, R12 and
R6). Of these, only the morphology of EP155 carrying R2 was consistent with the
previous reports (Chen et ah, 2000). Discrepancies in colony morphology characteristics
could be due to virus abundance following the transfection stage or to variable rates of
loss of virus activity during subculturing since transfected strains tend to be quite
unstable (Nuss, personal communications). For these reasons, we used strains for our
experiments as soon as possible after transfection. Further instability of virus elements
was documented when the p29 or p40 regions were deleted from the viral genome
(Suzuki el ah, 2003). Such deletions were previously observed to result in a reduced
accumulation of viral RNA. Changes in the viral RNA content in some of our deletion
mutants may also have modified cell death frequency rates for some of the transfected
strains. The same study by Suzuki el ah showed that expressing p29 protein in Ap29
mutant strains increased the RNA accumulation level to that observed in wild-type virus
(Suzuki el ah, 2003). Analogous work could be done with our system to investigate if
p29 expression in Ap29 mutant strains would result in a more pronounced reduction in
cell death frequencies. Regardless of these possible instability issues, our results with
transfected strains were internally consistent, and were further supported by work with
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transformed strains in implicating ORF A as the region responsible for altering vic3associated PCD rates.
Within ORF A, the p29 protein has been given a lot of attention due to its
multifunctionality (Suzuki et al, 1999, 2003; Choi et al. 1991; Konnin et al. 1991).
Figure 24 shows a summary of the domains and essential residues identified for p29 from
CHV1-EP713, including alteration of the host phenotype and autocatalytic cleavage.
Studies on Ap29 (lacking 88% of the P29 coding region) showed that, in addition to
p29's contribution to virus replication, p29 plays a major role in altering fungal
pigmentation patterns, conidiation, and laccase accumulation (Suzuki el al. 1999). Using
a gain of function assay and through progressive repair of the Ap29 mutant, Suzuki et al.
(2003) assigned the symptom determinant domain to the region extending from Phe25
through Gln73. The N-terminus portion of p29 and the HC-Pro papain-like protease
encoded by potyviruses were also shown to share sequence identity, specifically in four
conserved cysteine residues; Cys38, Cys48, Cys70, and Cys72 (Choi et al. 1991; Konnin
et al. 1991). Site-directed mutations of either residues Cys70 or Cys72 resulted in colony
morphology changes as well as substantial reduction in mycelial growth (Suzuki el al.
1999). Therefore, it was proposed that the specific secondary or tertiary conformational
constraints required for the functionality of the Phe25-Gln73 domain were dependent on
Cys70 and Cys72 residues. Our results provide evidence for an additional function of the
CHV1 ORF A, and specifically to the p29 protein coding region; that of modifying the
host nonself recognition response.
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Figure 24. Schematic diagram of the CHV1-EP713 genome, showing essential domains
and residues in p29 coding region (modified from Suzuki et al, 1999). See Figure 21
(Frame 1) for amino acid sequence.
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Vegetative incompatibility
Vegetative incompatibility between fungal strains can be evaluated by
heterokaryon incompatibility testing and barrage tests. Heterokaryon incompatibility
tests determine whether two complementary nuclear types can be maintained in the same
hypha to enable stable heterokaryotic growth. Barrage testing is done by confronting two
strains to determine whether or not dead or dying cells and/or deposition of dark
pigments develop in the zone of contact. Unlike heterokaryon incompatibility, barrage
formation does not necessarily involve hyphal fusion. Contact between substances
diffused from either, or both strains and their cellular receptors may facilitate barrage
formation (Micali & Smith, 2005).
The results presented in this thesis are consistent with those of Smith et al. (2006),
which showed that heteroallelism at vie loci was associated with heterokaryon
incompatibility function for all vie loci with the exception of vic4. Both studies found
that differences at vic4, while causing barrage lines to form, did not impede heterokaryon
formation, growth or stability. One explanation for this vic4 anomoly is that this locus
may express extracellular factors that are toxic for isolates carrying the other allele. Such
factors have not been identified, but Rizwana and Powell (1995) suggested that cell
surface particles are involved in triggering heterokaryon incompatibility, by some vie
loci. This hypothesis was based on their observation that vicl and vic2 heterokaryon
incompatibility was bypassed upon protoplast fusion. In contrast to our observation that
expression of either p29 or p40 in the nuclear type significantly reduced v/ci-associated
PCD, heterokaryon and barrage test results were not significantly altered by virus factors.
The only possible exception to this was that the barrage line between EP155(PXH1)+ P4-
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4, which differ at vic4, was indistinct or absent. This effect may be enhanced by
expressing the virus factors in both strains, rather than in just EP155, as was done in this
study.
Based on our comparisons of microscopy, heterokaryon and barrage assays, we
hypothesize that p29 and p40 operate by reducing the "rate" rather than "frequency" of
PCD. Figure 25 explains this point graphically. In this figure we plot hypothetical
functions of the number of PCD through time. For "WT" pairings of uninfected strains,
the number of cells undergoing PCD increases to a maximum and then levels out.
Confrontations that involve an infected strain have fewer PCD evident at the time of
microscopic examination. This could be accounted for by either a reduced rate of PCD or
a reduced frequency of cells undergoing PCD. We surmise, however, that a reduced
frequency of PCD would be evident as reduced severity in heterokaryon incompatibility
test results and/or a less pronounced barrage. With time, barrages and heterokaryon
incompatibility would still develop, however, even with a reduced rate of PCD. This
hypothesis could be tested by monitoring the confrontation over the period of time using
our microscopy assay. Unfortunately, slides cannot be re-examined after placing the
cover slip over the colonies since this seems to inhibit further growth. Also, there is a
narrow viewing window after hyphal contact, before the contact zone is overgrown and
obscured. Heterokaryon and barrage incompatibility tests support the rate argument in
the sense that presence of p29 did not change the final outcome. Therefore, we can
speculate that p29 delays cell death and allows for some viral transmission even in
incompatible fusions.
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Figure 25. Hypothetical representation showing the difference between the frequency (F)
and rate (R) of v/c-associated PCD compared to virus-free confrontation (WT). Region A
represents the time that microscopy analysis was performed. Region B corresponds to the
period in which barrage and heterokaryon tests are observed.
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p29 protein and nucleotide sequence analysis
Following our finding that both p29 and p40 reduced Wc3-associated PCD, we
focused in some detail on the effects of the p29 region. The mechanism of the p29-v/c3
interaction was investigated by attempting to identify any possible host protein(s) that
may associate with p29. For this purpose flag-tagged constructs of p29 from each of
CHV1-EP713 and CHVl-Euro7 were made and expressed in the fungal host, EP155.
The molecular weight of the p29-flag protein is approximately 30 KDa. Affinity
purification from both constructs showed two bands with molecular weights of 60 KDa
and 30 KDa. Mass spectrometry of both bands revealed antibody fragment sequences.
Therefore, it was not possible to identify any protein interaction. In a parallel study, Nuss
and co-workers performed the yeast two-hybrid technique which only revealed
dimerization of p29 (Nuss, personal communications) and may explain our observation of
a 30 KDa (monomer) band and a 60 KDa (dimer) band provided that the dimmer is not
dissociated by the reducing condition used in SDS-PAGE. In addition, this test should be
performed under a non-denaturing condition to prevent the disruption of any nonvalent
interactions involving p29.
The p29 nucleotide sequence was analyzed in order to determine the domain
responsible for PCD reduction. For this purpose four constructs were generated, either
by interchanging a segment between CHVl-EP713-p29 and CHVl-Euro7-p29 (CHI and
CH2) or by deleting a section of CHVl-EP713-p29 (CH4 and CH8). Expression of each
of these constructs resulted in PCD frequency reductions compared to no-virus controls.
However, no clear correlation was observed between regions of p29 and differences in
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PCD reduction characteristics, rather, the indications were that the entire region functions
to reduce v/ci-asociated PCD.
A possible p29-RNA silencing-nonself recognition connection
PCD is involved in different cellular processes during development, homeostasis
and interaction with other system (Hamann et al, 2008). Here, we showed that PCD
contributes to nonself recognition functions and interacts with pathogenicity factors.
Similar to PCD, RNA silencing is a pathway that is involved in cellular development and
functions by regulation of the gene expression system. RNA silencing occurs in a wide
range of eukaryotic organisms including nematodes, flies, protozoa, insects and human
cell lines, plants and fungi. This mechanism regulates the level of gene transcripts either
through transcriptional gene silencing (TGS), or by posttranscriptional gene silencing
(PTGS) involving a sequence-specific RNA degradation process (Agrawal elal, 2003).
The initial step of RNA silencing (recognition step) involves processing of
double-stranded RNA or single-stranded RNA with step-loop structures and cleavage of
RNA into small interfering RNA (siRNA) molecules ranging from 21 to 30 nucleotides
by RNase III ribonuclease family (dicer proteins). Subsequently target RNA is degraded
by incorporation of siRNA into a multi-protein complex, known as effector, through a
homology dependent manner. There are three types of effector complexes: RNA-induced
transcriptional silencing complex (RITS), siRNA-dependent RNA-induced silencing
complex (siRISC) and miRNA-dependent RNA-induced silencing complex (miRISC)
and each of them direct different pathways (Li & Ding, 2006). The effector complex is
composed of single stranded small RNAs known as guide strand, a protein from
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Argonaute family (AGO) and two RNA-binding proteins (Sioud, 2007; Ischizuka et al,
2002; Caudy etal, 2002).
In general RNA silencing can be triggered through different sources of RNA
molecules such as RNA viruses, transposons, siRNA (which may be introduced
exogenously or endogenously) and miRNA (Rana, 2007). Viruses are able to induce
RNA silencing either by using their own RNA or encode a miRNA that engages the
silencing machinery of the host. The notion of RNA silencing as an antiviral defense
mechanism was supported by two important observations based on the plant genetic
studies. First, RNA silencing appears to protect plant hosts against invasion by viruses.
Key observations in support of this are based on mutant analyses of critical elements of
the silencing pathway such as dicer and argonaute proteins (Morel et al, 2002). Such
mutants are extremely susceptible to viral infection. Presence of Viral Suppressors of
RNA silencing (VSRs) is the second indication to establish the RNA silencing as
antiviral mechanism. VSR particles are encoded by viruses, which invade plants,
vertebrates and invertebrates (Thornbury et al, 1985). VSRs mainly target steps of RNA
silencing that involve small RNAs, and thus interfere with the production of siRNA, by
sequestering siRNA or preventing long or short distance spread of RNA silencing. For
example, pi9 protein of tombusviruses interacts with 21-25 nucleotides double stranded
siRNA and forms pl9-siRNA complexes, which results in reducing the free siRNA in
cells (Silhavy el al, 2002 and Lakatos el al, 2004). VSRs interfere with siRNA
production either by binding to dsRNA, which consequently prevents the dicing process
or by direct binding to dicer protein. Our results suggest the possibility that CHV1
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viruses produce RNA factors that interact with the host RNA silencing pathway to
modulate v/c-associated PCD, as discussed below.
Existing knowledge of quelling, a form of RNA silencing in fungi, has been
mostly initiated from studies of N. crassa. Extensive analysis of mutant isolates of JV.
crassa identified some fundamental components of RNA silencing pathway. However,
whether RNA silencing acts as a viral defence mechanism is difficult to experimentally
test in N. crassa because of the absence of a well-developed virus pathogen system. On
the other hand C. parasitica, a closely related species to N. crassa, provides a suitable
experimental system due to the existence of hypoviruses. The p29 sequence of CHV1
shares similarities with HC-pro, a protein encoded by plant potyviruses. HC-pro protein
of Tobacco etch virus interferes with RNA silencing by disrupting of dsRNA processing
into siRNA through interfering with dicer function (Mallory et al, 2002). An important
distinction between the two systems is our finding that it is likely the p29 RNA that acts
to reduce v/cJ-associated PCD. HC-pro was also reported to interfere with protease
function (Jin et al, 2007). The proteasome is part of the ATP-dependent proteolytic
pathway in eukaryotic cells which is involved in protein degradation associated with
many cellular processes as well as with disrupting protein synthesis from viral RNAs in
infected cells (Coux et al, 1996).
A recent study by Segers el al (2007) provided evidence that RNA silencing in C.
parasitica may act as an antiviral defense mechanism. In their study of two dicer-like
proteins, dcl-2 mutants, but not dcl-1 mutants, showed a high level of susceptibility to
viral infection. However, infection of dcl-2 mutants with a hypo virus CHV1-EP713
mutant that lacked p29 showed wild-type susceptibility levels. Similar viral RNA levels
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were observed in these Ap29/ Adcl-2 infections as were observed in wild-type hosts
infected with wild-type viruses. It was concluded that p29 acts as a suppressor of RNA
silencing through direct or indirect neutralization of dcl-2 function. Our microscopy
analysis of v/c3-associated PCD using dcl-1 and dcl-2 mutants revealed similar patterns.
Confrontations between strain P74-3 and the EP155-derived Adcl-2 and Adcl-llAdcl-2
double mutants resulted in similar cell death frequencies as observed with the p29-EP713
infected strain. Similarity in outcome between disruption of dcl-2 gene and p29 may
suggest that RNA silencing is engaged in nonself recognition system.
Unexpectedly, given its homology to HC-pro, the plant potyviral protein
described above, inserting stop codons at the beginning of the p29 sequence did not
compromise its effect and it showed a similar cell death frequency as the wild-type p29.
This would suggest that in contrast to the HC-pro protein-based factor, RNA from the
p29 region interferes with PCD. Whether this stop-construct also interferes with RNA
silencing is not known, and should be tested. Such cases of RNA function were reported
for members of the pathogenic human herpesvirus family that use small size RNAs with
specific secondary structure to manipulate the RNA silencing pathway (Cai et al., 2005
and Pfeffer et al., 2004). Currently, we are taking two approaches to further test this
result. First, we are using quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR to measure dcl-2
transcript levels in three isolates, EP155, EP155 (CHVl-EP713-p29) and EP155 (CHV1EP713-p29stop). We hypothesize that dcl-2 transcript levels in EP155 (CHV1-EP713p29) and EP155 (CHVl-EP713-p29stop) should be similar to each other but higher than
EP155 wild-type. Our second approach involves the construction of small nucleotide
segments of CHVl-EP713-p29 of approximately 100 nucleotides long to determine if
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any specific region(s) are involved in RNA silencing suppression. We note that
involvement of p29 at the RNA level may explain our protein work in which no p29host-protein interaction was detected.

Dissecting the vie pathway using hypovirus p29 factor as a probe
As mentioned in the introduction, vegetative incompatibility in C. parasitica is
governed by at least six unlinked vie loci, each having at least two allelic forms. Pairs of
isolates differing only at the vic3 locus were used for previous studies in this report. In
this section cell death frequencies were measured using pairs of isolates that differed at
one or more of vic2, 3, 6 or 7. PCD frequencies for each pair were analyzed in the
presence and absence of CHVl-EP713-p29, expressed by the EP155 strain. The
objective of this part of the study was three-fold. First, to see whether the p29 factor
influenced the rate of PCD elicited by vie genes in addition to vic3. Second, to
investigate whether multiple vie differences would overcome the virus effects. Finally,
we wanted to investigate whether we could learn something about the v/c-incompatibility
pathway(s) using the hypovirus as a "molecular probe". In this section, pairings
involving isolates with vicl and 4 were not tested. We omitted these comparisons since
the previous study by Biella et al. (2002) showed that there was no significant effect on
vicl- or vzW-associated PCD rates when isolates were, or were not, infected with CHV1
virus. In addition, cell death frequencies between two non-infected isolates with vic4
difference were low to begin with, as previously reported. From confrontations involving
single vie gene differences it can be concluded that p29 significantly reduces PCD
associated with vicl, 3, 6 and 7
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While preliminary, microscopy analysis involving single and multiple vie
differences suggest at least two different v/'c-incompatibility pathways. Non-additive
effects of vic6 and vic7 suggested that these two loci relate to a single PCD pathway. The
observed "additive" effects of vic2 and vic3 differences demonstrated that some vie genes
may control the incompatibility pathway independently. Here, it appears that the virus
effect of reducing PCD is diluted.
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Figure 26. Illustrates two different models for v/c-incompatibility pathway, (a) Potentially
epistatic interactions between vic6 and vic7 that results in non-additive vie effects. A
virus factor would be able to modulate the entire pathway by interacting with vic7, for
example. Such an interaction with this pathway would result in a PCD rates that are
similar to when vic7 alone differs between the paired strains, (b) Involvement of vic2 and
vie 3 genes in two independent pathways. A viral signal would be diluted since the virus
has to manipulate the system at two different points.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis investigated how the nonself recognition system in C. parasitica is
manipulated by CHV1 hypovirus. In fungi vegetative incompatibility is a nonself
recognition system that triggers PCD as a defense mechanism. Using microscopy
analysis, I characterized cases where the presence of CHV1-EP713 virus in one strain
resulted in a significant reduction in rate of PCD associated with specific vie locus
differences. I confirmed that the presence of hypovirus CHV1-EP713 clearly reduces the
rate of v/ci-associated PCD, as suggested previously by Biella et al. (2002), and similarly
reduces PCD rates associated with differences at each of vic2, 6 and 7. I took advantage
of what is known about the genome organization of hypovirus to further identify factors
that interact with vz'ci-associated PCD. Using chimeric recombinant viruses I determined
that ORF A is responsible for PCD reduction. Furthermore I identified that p29 and p40
regions of ORF A reduced the rate of Wc3-associated PCD. I analyzed p29 further and
determined that it is likely the p29 RNA that affects v/ci-associated PCD rates. In spite
of these significant reductions in PCD rates based on microscopy analyses, my results
clearly indicated that p29 did not significantly alter heterokaryon incompatibility nor
barrage reactions in v/c-incompatible pairings. Microscopy analysis using EP155-derived
del mutants revealed the involvement of dcl-2 in v/cJ-associated PCD. Insertion of stop
codons at the beginning of the p29 sequence showed similar cell death frequency as wildtype p29. Therefore, we may propose that the p29 RNA, rather than the protein,
interferes with RNA silencing, possibly with dcl-2 function, and consequently reduces
the rate of v/c3-associated PCD. Finally, preliminary data was presented that indicates
that vie genes operate independently on different pathways involved in triggering PCD.
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